


Located just off the east coast of Tanzania, Zanzibar island fulfils everything
you would expect from an African paradise: palm-fringed white sand
beaches, warm blue waters and uncontaminated tropical forests. The
charm of Zanzibar does not end there. This is a special African island
destination as it combines a beach getaway with Zanzibar’s unique culture.
Zanzibar has a remarkable history and a unique blend of African and Arabic
cultures. This blend is best seen in Stone Town, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, where this colorful cultural tapestry is most evident in the architecture
and marketplaces. Travelers can enjoy special tours and experience the
aromas, tastes, culture and history first hand. In addition to the remarkable
history and culture, Zanzibar offers some of the best diving and snorkeling in
the world. The warm waters of the Indian Ocean are home to varied marine
life and exceptional coral reefs. Zanzibar is without doubts a tropical dream
destination.





Direct flights from Europe, Middle East, USA, Australia

Tanzania’s tourism industry is expected to be among one of the
world’s fastest growing over the next decade. The country is today one
of the most-visited destinations in sub-Saharan Africa thanks to the
exceptional safari experiences in the mainland and paradisiac beaches
on the islands. The Zanzibar Government is courting international
hotel investors to capture the booming tourism industry, looking to
raise the number of leisure and business tourists visiting the island in
Tanzania. Important International hotel chains have established their
business in Zanzibar since several years, making the island among the
leading hotel investment areas in East Africa.

In recent years, Zanzibar has gained tremendous popularity
as a holiday destination, while still retains its authentic island
style and laid back charm. The tourism luxury segment is just
at the beginning with an enormous potential.



Located in Uroa, on the East coast of Zanzibar island, facing the Indian Ocean, the Ycona resort expands along a private bay with soft white sandy beach and a
unique virgin tropical forest. The exclusive location offers unprecedented privacy together with one of the most beautiful sea spot of the island with crystal clear
glimmering waters. The proximity with the reef barrier and the natural strips of sands formed during the low tie make the place unique for the perfect romantic
escape. Incredible excursions and several marine games can be organized around the island.

UROA



Today everything appears to be luxury or is named luxury. Ycona goes “BeYond”.
In our Resort, “Luxury” means uniqueness, style, exclusivity and eco-sustainability
in one of the most romantic and stunning spot of the planet. Only up to 50 guests
will enjoy the 50000 sqm lot and 220 m of private white sand beach with crystal
clear glimmering waters in complete privacy offering an unique opportunity for
the perfect holiday and for unforgivable experiences.

Surrounded by an astonishing tropical forest, Ycona Luxury Resort offers 13 high
end-luxury suites and 6 residential villas - fully serviced and furnished, all
equipped with private pool and Jacuzzi - a beach pool restaurant with a
panoramic lounge bar, an heart-shaped fine dining restaurant, a spa, a gym
surrounded by a picturesque lake, tropical walks itineraries and romantic
sceneries to live with your partner and family.

Ycona Luxury Resort description



Ycona Luxury Resort Private Bay

Y
Ycona resort amenities:

• 220 m Private Beach and Bay of white 
sands and turquoise waters

• Dynamic Beach Lounge and Snack Bar 
• Fine Dining Restaurant 
• Overwater SPA and beach massages
• Lake Gym
• Yoga patio
• Hair stylist
• 400m long Wellness Jogging trail 

Marine Games
• Lake and Fountains relax area
• Tropical walks inside the forest
• ECO sustainability - park 
• Privacy and seclusion opportunities
• Private butler services
• Private romantic dinners
• Excursions in the island
• Safari in main land
• … and much more! 



Ycona Luxury Resort Private Bay

Y
Social distance & privacy by design

Accommodations 2021:
• 8 Beach front Suites                                                    

(85 mq + private pool + garden patio jacuzzi)

• 5 Sea view Suites                                                             
(85 mq + private pool + solarium/terrace jacuzzi)

• 6 Residential Luxury Villas                                       
(from 180 to 330 sqm + 90 mq private pool + jacuzzi)

• Maximum 50 guests for 50,000 SQM 



The YCONA LUXURY RESORT project, a slice of heaven on the island of Zanzibar, was
designed by the owners, an Italian globe trotting couple that cherry picked the best spots
around the world in conceiving their dream resort. Moreover the project was committed
to the prestigious Architecture and Interiors Design Atelier “INTERNI” of Padova, Italy,
run by the chief architect Andrea Viero and his wife Cristina. The owners together with the
architects, the developer and numerous designers guarantee the uniqueness and the top
end quality of their tailor made resort through niche know-how and decennial experience.
The tropical environment and the uncontaminated nature led the team to design zero
impact buildings where quality, reliability and sustainability represent the basis of the
project, 100% Made in Italy. Stone walls, wood and glass are completely integrated into
the surrounding nature, in perfect harmony with the highest level of furnishings and

materials, which lead the Ycona Resort far beYond Luxury.



• From the comfort of your terrace or inside the jacuzzi of
your suite with your favorite cocktail freshly prepared by our
barman, the ocean seems to be near enough to grasp. The
luxuriant palm trees around offer the perfect ambience for
all those who loves the peace and relax of uncontaminated
nature.

• Ycona offers the ideal hideaway to recharge your body and
soul: experiencing massages in the unique atmosphere of
our quality spa, training your body in the lake view gym or
just walking around exploring the beauty and unique species
of the tropical forest will allow you to restore your spirit and
discover your balance and wellness.



Ycona Beach Lounge



Ycona Beach Lounge



Ycona Beach Lounge



Ycona Beach Lounge



Ycona GYM



Ycona Reception



Romantic fine dining in our 
heart shape restaurant will 
indulge your senses thanks 
to the unique culinary 
specialties of our 
exceptional Italian
chef with more than 



Ycona Fine Dining restaurant- The Heart of Zanzibar



The Heart Of Zanzibar – Fine Dining restaurant 



The Heart Of Zanzibar – Fine Dining restaurant 



Ycona Luxury Resort offer 8 luxurious suites accommodations with direct

access to the private bay of the resort, with an amazing view on the Indian

Ocean.

Each suite has a private pool, private terrace and garden and a private

Jacuzzi. The suite were designed the famous Italian Architect Andrea Viero,

in line with the latest architectural trends and in complete harmony with the

natural environment.Natural stones are combined with wood and glass to

create an iconic property.

85 sq. m – 8 suites, King bed, garden patio with Jacuzzi

Luxury Beach Front Suites – 8 units



Ycona Luxury Resort offer 5 luxurious suites accommodations with a 360

degree sea view on the Indian Ocean.

Built on 2 floors, each suite has a private pool o the first floor and a

wonderful terrace an patio on the second floor with a private Jacuzzi.

The suite were designed the famous Italian Architect Andrea Viero, in line

with the latest architectural trends and in complete harmony with the natural

environment. Natural stones are combined with wood and glass to create an

iconic property.

85 sq. m – 5  suites, King bed / Upper terrace and solarium with Jacuzzi

Luxury Sea View Suites – 5 units



Ycona Suites



• The Ycona Luxury Resort offers 6 exclusive and modern 2,3,4 bedroom
luxury stylish villas, immersed in the tropical forest of the resort.

• Product is unique in East Africa. Each villa will have about 1000-1500
sqm of private garden, private pool, private Jacuzzi and exceptional
furnishing 100% Made In Italy.

• Villas will be part of resort accommodation, with all associated
amenities.

• Villas will be on the market starting from Q3 2021.

Luxury Villas– 6 units



Surrounded by the midst of luxuriant exotic vegetation located over a
1000-1500 sqm private garden, the modern and luminous 2 bedroom
LUXURY tropical villa will allow the guest to enjoy unprecedented
atmosphere. Plunging into the private breakfast lounge immersed into
an accurately designed private pool, every conceivable comfort is a few
seconds away.
The 180 sqm one floor villa has private 90 sqm pool, a 45 sqm terrace,
jacuzzi, a modern kitchen, 2 bedroom, a relaxing living room, 2 finely
designed modern bathrooms with chromo therapy shower and a
spacious storage area along an external relaxing pool area.

Delivery from Q3 2021







The 2 floor QUEEN tropical villa is elegantly designed in modern style while
embracing the Tanzanian culture. The guests are surrounded by 1000-1500 sqm
of natural garden with unique autochthonous tropical palm trees in which they
can let themselves be pampered under the sky in their own private pool at the
ground floor or in the terrace from where they can relax and enjoy the
astonishing views.
The impressive 300 sqm two floor villa has a 90 sqm private pool, 45 sqm
terrace, spacious upper solarium, jacuzzi, a modern kitchen, 3 bedroom, a
relaxing living room, 3 finely designed bathrooms with chromo therapy shower,
two spacious storages.

Delivery from Q3 2021







The ROYAL tropical villa will impress any client thanks to the unique mix of
landscapes, relaxing privacy in the 1000-1500 sqm private garden, tropical
blossoms and unique palm trees, high end stylish Italian design outdoor and
indoor, large private breakfast pool, Jacuzzi, solariums.
The majestic high end 330 sqm two floors ROYAL villa has a 90 sqm private pool,
60 sqm terrace, jacuzzi a modern kitchen, 4 bedrooms, a relaxing living room, 3
finely designed modern bathrooms with chromo therapy showers, two spacious
storages area along an external relaxing pool area. Space, style, luxury and
privacy meet in an unprecedented atmosphere.

Delivery from Q3 2021









Modulnova

Olivari

Valentini Lyxo & Atmosphera

PorcelanosaModulnova Incram

FURNITURE 
100% MADE IN ITALY



Fully SERVICED 100% 
MADE IN ITALY



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
WIFI
Free WIFI in all public areas.

SECURITY SERVICE
24H 7/7 security service

OVERWATER YCONA SPA & YOGA PATIO
Massage treatment, hair-stylist

AIRPORT TRANSFERS
Zanzibar International Airport (ZNZ) is located approx. 40 km away from our resort. Transportation can be 
arranged to and from the airport

24h BUTLER SERVICE 
Possibility to have a private butler 24h at guest service

EXCURSION AND MARINE GAMES
Upon Request

PARKING
Upon Request

PERSONAL TRAINER
Upon Request

FIRST AID/ DOCTOR IN SITE

GOLF CARS TRANSPORATION INSIDE THE RESORT

PERSONALISED WELCOME GIFT UPON ARRIVAL 

SPECIAL EVENT/ PRIVATE EVENT



Ycona goes beYond embracing important values that represent the founding
pillars of the project: eco-sustainability and local content valorization. Ycona
team has the ambition to educate and train the new generations of talents of the
nearby schools among which Uroa and Marumbi with the dream to employ them
in the years to come in positions of responsibility, promoting diversity and
meritocracy. Moreover a dedicated area of the resort has been already identified
as “eco-park” where, in the near future, sustainable energy and circular economy
initiatives will be launched.





Direct Email to Owners: yconaluxuryresort@gmail.com



THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION

HOPE TO SEE YOU IN ZANZIBAR

SEE YOU IN 




